
We have run extensive experiments to understand the underlying problem:

• Clipped activations affect PTQ stability drastically. Using grayscale images as the RD works 

better than RGB:

• The number of images in the RD also affects the PTQ quality. Using a single image is better 

since a single bad one can affect the overall dataset (good RD images are the ones that 

have the smallest PSNR difference between their clipped INT8 and no-clip INT8 models, 

and vice versa for the bad ones)

• The number of outliers in the FP32 model’s response to the corresponding 

representative image gives us a measure of whether the image is good or bad
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Introduction

Procedure

Preliminary Observations

Nearly all quantized mobile super-resolution (SR) networks utilize 

clipped activations to make the model more robust to post-training 

quantization (PTQ) in return for a large overhead in runtime. We

propose a novel pipeline to augment representative dataset (RD) 

used in PTQ, which can successfully eliminate unwanted clipped 

activation layers.

Removing clipped activations with our method significantly benefits 

decreased inference runtime up to 54% on some SR models, 

better visual quality results compared to INT8 clipped models - and 

outperforms even some FP32 non-quantized models, both in 

runtime and visual quality, without the need for retraining with 

clipped activation.

Qualitative & Qualitative Results

Therefore, if we reduce the outliers, we may also decrease ΔR=Gray and increase the PTQ 

stability. This also means that we can understand whether a representative image would 

be considered as good or bad without performing PTQ. Then, if we correctly identify and 

use good representative images, we can omit the clipped activation layer without any loss 

in the INT8 model.

We propose a pipeline consisting of two methods to augment RD images in order to be able 

to apply PTQ to mobile super-resolution networks without using clipped activations:

Method 1 (M1): Selection of good representative images

Method 2 (M2): Enhancing the bad images

GB: Global Blur LIBB: Local Iterative Box Blur LIPB: Local Iterative Point Blur

Runtime improvements when clipped activations are removed.

Average PSNR improvements of the two-stage (M1, M2) pipeline.

24.64/0.914 33.00/0.948 21.21/0.896 33.40/0.958

PSNR/SSIM for sample images on INT8 no-clip vs INT8 no-clip + 

pipeline models.


